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(Received 19 October 2004; published 2 February 2005)1550-7998=20Two photons can annihilate into a neutral pionlike resonance via the anomaly coupling, just like 0
in QCD. In some strongly interacting electroweak symmetry breaking models, e.g., technicolor type
models, there often exist neutral pionlike resonances. TeV photon colliders have a strong capability to
discover such particles, because the standard model background in photon scattering goes through box
diagrams and is therefore highly suppressed. In this study, we perform a signal-background comparison.
We show that ee linear colliders running in  mode can discover such neutral pionlike resonances
with a decent sensitivity.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.71.037501 PACS numbers: 13.66.Hk, 12.60.Nz1If the techni-fermion that runs in the triangular loop is a color
singlet, then the techni-pion will not couple to gg.I. INTRODUCTION
The major goal of the next generation collider experi-
ments is to explore the mechanism of electroweak symme-
try breaking (EWSB). In the standard model (SM), a Higgs
doublet field is responsible for EWSB and gives rise to an
elementary Higgs boson. However, the gauge hierarchy
problem arises from the fact that the radiative correction
to the Higgs boson mass has a quadratic divergence, which
demands a finely tuned cancellation of order of 1016
between the bare mass term and the correction terms.
Such a fine-tuning problem has motivated a lot of new
physics. A particular class of solutions involves some
strong dynamics at the TeV scale. The Higgs boson could
then be replaced by a condensate due to the new dynamics.
Technicolor [1,2], topcolor [3], and topcolor-assisted tech-
nicolor [4] models are typical examples of this kind. The
recent Higgsless models also become strongly coupled at a
few TeV [5] where some strong dynamics appears.
One of the new features of these strongly interacting
models is the existence of new mesons and baryons
bounded by the new interactions. In technicolor models,
often singlets and doublets of techni-fermions are pro-
posed. These techni-fermions can form bound states via
the technicolor interactions. If the normal QCD theory is
borrowed and rescaled to the electroweak scale, we would
have many techni-mesons and techni-baryons. As in QCD,
the neutral-pion 0 is very unique because of the anomaly
coupling, through which the 0 decays into a pair of
photons almost 100%. Therefore, in technicolor models
there are also neutral techni-pions that couple to a pair of
gauge bosons via the anomaly couplings, in particular, the
coupling to a pair of photons. In collider experiments, the
neutral techni-pion once produced will decay into a pair of
photons with a sharp invariant-mass peak, which is a very
unique signature for neutral techni-pions. Here we consider
two photon collisions at TeV scale, which is very unique in
probing for some neutral pionlike resonances of some new
physics models. Some previous studies of techni-mesons at
photon collisions can be found in Ref. [6]. The differences
between the present work and previous works are (i)05=71(3)=037501(4)$23.00 037501previous works considered only a rescaled version of
the QCD. Here we considered two different models includ-
ing the rescaled QCD model and a low-scale (multiscale)
technicolor model. In the rescaled QCD model, the techni-
pions couple only to gauge bosons via the anomaly-type
couplings. In the multiscale model, since the technicolor is
responsible for part of the fermion masses, the techni-pions
also couple to quark pairs. This will change the branching
fractions of the techni-pions substantially. We show such
effects in Fig. 2. (ii) We also include the SM background
!  in our calculation. With the comparison to the
background shown explicitly, it is clear to see the feasibil-
ity of the signal. Without the background it is hard to
convince that the signal is clean.
In one simple technicolor model, the Technicolor Straw
Man model [7], the lightest techni-mesons are constructed
solely from the lightest techni-fermion doublet TU; TD,
from which isotriplets 0;T ; 
0;
T and isosinglets 00T ; !0T
can be formed. In particular, the neutral0T and00T have an
anomaly-type coupling to a pair of photons as shown in
Fig. 1.
In this paper, we specifically work on two models: (i) a
rescaled QCD model [8] and (ii) the low-scale technicolor
model [9]. In the rescaled QCD model, the anomaly cou-
pling of the techni-pion 0T is the rescaled version of the
usual QCD, i.e., the 0 decay constant is rescaled by the
factor v=f0 , where v  246 GeV and f0  130 MeV
[10]. In this particular rescaled QCD model, the 0T cou-
ples to , Z, and ZZ through the anomaly.1 We will give
more details and formulas in the next section.
In the low-scale technicolor model that we consider is a
multiscale technicolor model [9]. Quark and lepton masses
are generated by broken extended technicolor gauge inter-
actions in the walking technicolor model [2]. The walking
technicolor coupling runs very slowly up to the extended
technicolor gauge scale (a few hundred TeV) by including
a large number of techni-fermions. Such a slowly running-1  2005 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1 (color online). Feynman diagram for the anomaly-type
coupling of the neutral techni-pion.
BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 71, 037501 (2005)coupling allows quark and lepton masses as large as a few
GeV to be generated by the extended technicolor gauge
interactions at a few hundred TeV scale. There are two
types of techni-fermions that condense at widely separated
scales. The upper scale is set by v  246 GeV while the
low scale is roughly given by fT  v=

ND
p
, where ND is
the number of techni-fermion doublets. The techni-hadrons
associated with the low scale are of immediate interests at
colliders. Note that the extended technicolor gauge inter-
action generates only a few GeV to the top quark. The top
mass is, however, generated by another so-called topcolor
interaction [3]. The techni-pions will couple to normal
quarks and leptons through the extended technicolor gauge
interactions. The couplings are Higgs-like, however, and so
the neutral techni-pion will decay into the heaviest possible
fermion pair, e.g.,0T ! b b or tt, depending on the mass of
the techni-pion. Thus, the decay of the neutral techni-pion
in this model also includes gg, b b, c c, etc.
The organization is as follows. In the next section, we
describe the production of and in Sec. III the decay of the
neutral techni-pion in the rescaled QCD model and the
low-scale technicolor model in photon collisions. We con-
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FIG. 2. Branching ratio B0T !  of the techni-pion versus
the techni-pion mass for (a) the rescaled model and (b) the low-
scale model.
037501II. PRODUCTION
The general form of the anomaly coupling of the neutral
techni-pion 0T to two gauge bosons G1; G2 is given by
M  NTCAG1G2
g1g2
22fT
P1P2; (1)
where P1 and P2 are the polarization four-vector of
the gauge bosons G1 and G2, respectively. Here AG1G2 is
the anomaly factor, NTC is the number of technicolors, gi
are the gauge couplings of the gauge bosons, and fT 
v=

ND
p
is the decay constant of the techni-pion. The
scattering amplitude for  ! 0T is obtained from
Eq. (1) by specifying the gauge group. After squaring
and averaging over initial polarizations, we obtain the
cross section as
^!0T
mT
64

NTCA e
2
2fT

2
0 ^sp mT :
(2)
To obtain the realistic cross section ! 0T at an
ee collider, we convolute the subprocess cross section
^! 0T with the photon luminosity function. The
laser backscattering [11] is the standard technique to effi-
ciently convert an electron beam into a photon beam. The
resulting photon luminosity function F=exi is given by
[12]
F=exi  1D#

1 xi  11 xi 
4xi
#1 xi
 4x
2
i
#21 xi2

; (3)
where D#  
1 4# 8=#2 ln1 #  12 8#
1=
21 #2 and # ’ 4:8 in this case for maximal energy
conversion. Finally, the cross section is
!0T
m2T
25s3
NTCAe2
fT

2

Z xmax
xmin
1
x
F=exF=e
m2T
sx

dx: (4)
In the following, we specifically work on the two models
that we described. The difference between the rescaled
model and the low-scale model lies in the anomaly factor
AG1G2 :
A G1G2  Tr
TafT1; T2gL  fT1; T2gR; (5)
where Ti is the generator associated with the gauge boson
Gi, and Ta is the generator of the axial current associated
with the techni-pion
j)5a   )5Ta : (6)
The values of AG1G2 for the rescaled model are essentially
the same as the usual QCD while the low-scale model-2
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involves different values of charges. Specifically for A,
we have
A   TrTaQ2 
(
1
6 for the rescaled model
5
6 for the low-scale model;
(7)
which is the consequence of the assignment of charges Q.
The electric charge Q of the techni-fermions TU and TD is
Q  Qu 0
0 Qd
 
;
where Qu andQd have different values for the two models:
Qu
QdRescaled 2=3 1=3
Low-scale 4=3 1=3III. DECAY
Next we have to consider the final states into which the
techni-pion decays. Through the anomaly couplings the
neutral techni-pion can decay into ; Z; ZZ (gg mode is
absent if the internal techni-fermions do not carry color.)
We particularly choose the  final state because of the
larger branching ratio and the fact that photon does not
involve further decay in the detection. The cross section of
 ! 0T !  is given by, in the on-shell approxima-
tion,
! 0T !   ! 0T0T ! ; (8)
which is valid because the width 0T !  is very
narrow. This is a very interesting process because the
signal is a tree-level process while the SM background
has to go through box diagrams [13], which are naturally
suppressed.
Let us first evaluate the branching ratio of 0T ! . In
the rescaled model, the total width is the sum of 0T !
, 0T ! Z, and 0T ! ZZ:
total  124mT
c2m4T
22
 c
2
1m2T m2Z3
m2T m2Z
 c22m2T  4m2Z2

; (9)
where cNTCA
e2=22fT , c1NTCAZ
egZ=22fT , c2NTCAZZ
g2Z=22fT , and
A  TrTaQ2;
AZ  Tr
TaT3L  T3R  2Qsin2.wQ;
AZZ  TrfTa
T3L Qsin2.w2  T3R Qsin2.w2g:
The assignment ofQ for the two models has been shown in
the above.
In the low-scale model, we must consider another im-
portant mode, 0T ! b b, the decay width of which is given
by [7]0375010T ! b bjlow-scale 
1
16f2T
NbPbC21bmb mb2;
(10)
where Nb  3, Pb is the momentum of the b quark, and
C1b is a model dependent parameter of order O1 but the
topcolor-assisted technicolor suggested that C1t & mb=mt,
which means the tt mode is suppressed. We show the
branching ratio B0T !  versus the techni-pion mass
in Fig. 2. The rescaled and low-scale models are shown.
The branching ratio B0T !  for the rescaled model
decreases withmT because the Z and ZZ modes become
less suppressed in the phase space. It eventually ap-
proaches a stable value when the techni-pion mass be-
comes very large. On the other hand, B0T !  for
the low-scale model increases with mT because the b b
width roughly scales as mT while the  width scales
as m3T .
We are now ready to compare the signal cross sections
with the SM background. They are shown in Fig. 3 for both
the rescaled and low-scale models, as well as the SM !
 background [13]. Some specific choices for NTC and
ND are made. The cross section scales withN2TC and with
ND. We have also imposed kinematical cuts:
M
see
p > 0:3; j cos.j< cos30;
in order to suppress the background, which is very forward
and has a continuous M spectrum. The SM background
is of order of O10 fb for seep  0:5–2:0 TeV. From
Fig. 3, the rescaled model gives a curve which increases
very mildly with the techni-pion mass. This is because the
production cross section increases with mT [see Eq. (4)]
but the branching ratio of 0T !  decreases with mT
(see Fig. 2). On the other hand, the low-scale model gives a
curve that increases much more rapidly because the
branching ratio of 0T !  also increases with mT (see
Fig. 2). Here we have chosen NTC  4 and ND  3. Note
that fT  v=

ND
p
. Both curves eventually dip down at the
upper end because of limitation on the phase space. It is
clear that for a reasonable choice of parameters the techni-
pion signal is rather clean relative to the standard model
background. In addition, the signal cross section is a few fb
toO10 fb. The event rate withO100 fb1 luminosity is
high enough for a feasible search for this kind of signal. If
we are to quantify the significance of the signal, we can use
S=

B
p
, where S and B are the number of the signal and
background events, respectively. With an integrated lumi-
nosity of 100 fb1 a signal cross section of 2 fb and a
background of 10 fb will give a significance of 6:3.
Therefore, all the cross sections shown in Fig. 3 being
larger than 2 fb will give sufficiently significant signals.
Furthermore, the signal will be a sharp peak determined by
the experimental resolution (the intrinsic width is very
small) and above the continuum background.-3
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FIG. 3 (color online). Production cross sections for the techni-pions of the rescaled model (the thin slant line, brown in color) and of
the low-scale model (the thick slant line, the green line) and the SM background (the horizontal blue line) versus the techni-pion mass
at ee linear colliders running in laser backscattering mode. (a) seep  500 GeV, (b) seep  1000 GeV, (c) seep  1500 GeV, and
(d) seep  2000 GeV. We have used NTC  4, ND  3, and imposed the kinematic cuts as M= seep > 0:3 and j cos.j< cos30.
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We have pointed out that the TeV photon-photon col-
lider is very special in probing forOTeV neutral pionlike
resonances, which have an anomaly coupling to a pair of
photons. Many extensions of the SM predict the existence
of such resonances. Famous examples are technicolor
models or variants of technicolor models. The advantage037501of low SM background makes photon colliders very unique
in searching for neutral pionlike resonances.
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